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Abstract: Developing enterprise software system (ESS) is dramatically tampered by exponentially growing data burden, and by heterogeneous nature of the system components in terms of architecture and structure. An integral approach to the enterprise software system lifecycle, which combines rigorous formal models and the supporting CASE tools, helps to obtain design patterns for the component-level metadata. Such patterns provide for more efficient enterprise software system lifecycle management due to increased software artifacts reuse. Thus, the enterprise software system implementations become more adaptive to rapidly changing business requirements. The paper outlines the pattern development approach for enterprise software systems and discusses its prospective implementations.
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1. Introduction

The objective of the paper is a systematic outline of the new technology for developing large-scale integrated heterogeneous data warehouses. Currently, the multinational enterprises possess large, geographically distributed infrastructures, aimed at the same business goals. Each of the enterprises has accumulated a tremendous and rapidly increasing data burden, comparable to an avalanche. In certain cases, the data bulk exceeds petabyte size, and it tends to double every five years. Undoubtedly, warehousing of such data is a serious challenge. The problem becomes even more complicated due to heterogeneous nature of the stored data, which varies from well-structured relational databases to non-normalized trees and lists, and to weak-structured multimedia data (scanned documents, audio, video data, etc.). The technology, outlined in the paper is focused at more efficient heterogeneous enterprise data warehousing due to unification of the management procedures. The technology involves a set of novel mathematical models, methods, and the supporting software engineering tools for object-based representation and manipulation of heterogeneous enterprise warehouses data. The architecture of the technology is based on internet / intranet portals. Section 1 presents the outline of the paper. Section 2 discusses major problems of heterogeneous enterprise data warehousing and the existing solutions. Sections 3 and 4 contain the suggested models and tools for ESS warehousing, respectively. Section 5 describes the pattern-based approach for ESS warehousing. Section 6 presents conclusion and research prospects.

2. Heterogeneous Enterprise Data Warehousing: Challenges and Features

Unfortunately, a brute force application of the so-called “industrial” enterprise software development methodologies (such as IBM RUP, Microsoft MSF and Oracle CDM) to heterogeneous enterprise data warehousing, without an object-based model-level theoretical basis, results either in unreasonably narrow
“mono-vendor” solutions, or in inadequate time-and-cost expenses. On the other hand, the existing generalized approaches to information systems modeling and integration (e.g., category and ontology-based approaches, Cyc and SYNTHESIS projects [1-5]) do not result in practically applicable (scalable, robust, ergonomic) implementations since they are separated from state-of-the-art industrial technologies (CASE, RAD etc.). A number of international and federal research programs in the field supported by UN, UNESCO, USA, EU, Japan, Russia, proves that the technological problems of heterogeneous enterprise warehousing are really essential [6].

Thus, the suggested technology of integrated development and warehousing of heterogeneous internet-based enterprise software systems has been developed. The approach is based on rigorous mathematical models and it is supported by software engineering tools, which provide integration to standard CASE tools, commonly used with “industrial” software development methodologies. The approach provides data duplication and contradiction within the integrated warehouses, thus increasing the robustness of the enterprise software systems (ESS). The technology takes into consideration quite a number of interrelated ESS development levels, such as data models, software applications, “industrial” methodologies, CASE, architecture, and database management.

The novel elements of the technology include the following:

1. Conceptual framework of ESS development;
2. A set of object models for ESS information representation and manipulation (warehousing);
3. Engineering tools, which support semantic-oriented ESS development, warehousing and intelligent content management, i.e., the Concept-Modeller tool and the intelligent content management system (ICMS) [7-9];
4. Portal architecture, ESS prototypes and full-scale enterprise implementations [9, 10].

3. Integrated Development Models for Heterogeneous ESS Data Warehousing

For adequate modeling of heterogeneous ESS, a systematic approach has been developed, which includes object models for both data representation and data warehousing [7-10].

The general technological framework of ESS development provides closed-loop, two-way construction with re-engineering. The latter feature is really critical for ESS verification, which essentially increases implementation robustness and reliability.

The general technological framework of ESS development contains stages, which correspond to data representation forms for heterogeneous software system components, communicating in the global environment. Such data representation forms include natural language, mathematical models, engineering tools integration, content management, data warehousing. The data representation forms are further detailed by the representation levels (such as objects, relationships, events, as well as instances of engineering tools and ESS components).

Content-oriented approach to ESS data warehousing allows data / metadata generalization on the common model basis, unified warehousing of heterogeneous objects, and adequate modeling of the global internet environment, which is critical for ESS robustness and reliability.

The object nature of the “class-object-value” model framework provides compatibility with traditional object-oriented analysis and design approach (OOAD), as well as with other certain promising approaches (such as D.S. Scott’s variable domains [11] and V.E. Wolfengagen’s conceptual method [12]) and helps to extend the mentioned approaches to model the ESS internet-based environments.

The following technological transformation sequence, according to the models developed, is suggested:

1. A finite sequence object (e.g., a $\lambda$-calculus term) [13];
2. A logical predicate (higher order logic is used);
(3) A frame (as a graphical representation) [14];
(4) An XML object (class definition generated by the ConceptModeller engineering tool [15]);
(5) A UML diagram (data scheme in terms of an industrial CASE tool) in the ESS (meta)data warehouse.

Therewith, the warehouse content representation is based on semantic network situation model, which provides intuitive transparency for problem domain analysts when they construct the problem domain description. The model can be ergonomically visualized through a frame-based notation. Warehouse content management is modeled as a state-based abstract machine and role assignments, which naturally generalizes the processes of similar engineering tools (portal page template generation, portal page publication cycle, role/access management, etc.). Therewith, the major content management operations (declaration, evaluation, personalization, etc.) [16] are modeled by the abstract machine language. The language has a formal syntax and denotation semantics in terms of variable domains (including content object generation, semantic functions and statements for these functions).

The technological transformation sequence of the model is as follows:
(1) A term of variable domain algebra (in terms of D.S. Scott’s theory of computations) [11];
(2) A domain-based function (higher order logic is used) [11];
(3) A frame (a graphical notation) [14];
(4) An XML object (a template for an ICMS portal page);
(5) HTML code (ICMS portal page code) on the ESS warehousing portal.

The architecture of the integrated heterogeneous enterprise content warehouse provides unification due to generalized object association-based relationships at the data at metadata levels. On the other hand, the uniform heterogeneous ESS content management is based on a uniform portal foundation, which serves a meta-level enhancement over the enterprise data warehouse. Therewith, assignments, implemented as software scripts, which change the states of ICMS virtual machine, provide dynamical, scenario-driven content warehousing within the portal architectural framework.

Another kind of script implement personalized content warehousing, which is supported by a multi-parameter functional model and the ICMS virtual machine.

4. Features of the Engineering Tools Implemented

The ConceptModeller engineering tool assists in semantically-oriented visualized development of heterogeneous ESS data warehouse scheme. Therewith, a semantic network-based model is suggested, which works in nearly natural-language terms, intuitively transparent to problem domain analysts. Model visualization is based on frame representation of the warehouse data scheme.

Thus, due to deep integration with mathematical models and state-of-the-art CASE toolkits, the ConceptModeller tool provides a closed-loop, continuous ESS development cycle (from formal model to data warehouse scheme) with a re-engineering feature. Therewith, frames are mapped into specific ordered lists.

The ICMS engineering tool is based on an abstract machine model, and it is used for problem-oriented visualized heterogeneous ESS content warehousing and portal publication cycle. The ICMS tool features a flexible content management cycle and role-based mechanisms, which allow personalized content warehousing based on dynamically adaptive access profiles and portal page templates. Due to scenario-oriented content warehousing, the ICMS provides a unified portal representation of heterogeneous data and metadata objects, flexible content processing by various user groups (ordinary and privileged, enterprise and external), high data
security (based on scenarios and access profiles), a higher ergonomics level (based on personal preferences) and intuitively transparent complex data object warehousing (incl. multimedia data). Therewith, the data object classes of the ESS warehouse are represented by order lists of \(<\) attribute, type \(>\) format, and templates – by ordered lists of \(<\) attribute, type, value \(>\) format.

5. Enhancing the ESS Development Framework with Patterns

The general ESS development framework [8-10] potentially allows the following benefits:

1. Applying a “spiral-like” lifecycle to the general ESS development framework (sequential elaboration of ESS warehouse scheme after each iteration of the development cycle);
2. ESS “tuning” (ESS software and data warehouse component-wise improvement) by applying a “spiral-like” lifecycle and subsequent verification;
3. Requirement “tracing” (through reverse engineering and / or verification, followed by correction and / or optimization if required);
4. Building a repository of ESS “meta-snapshots”, with which the system and / or warehouse could be “reincarnated” to virtually any previous state using component-wise strategy;
5. Building a “pattern catalogue” [17] for heterogeneous ESS, based on the integrated repository of various ESS state “meta-snapshots”;
6. Developing a repository of “branches” for “cloning” slight ESS variations for the “basis” (e.g., a portal “tree” for each company of a corporation);
7. Developing a formal language specification (e.g., a DSL technology-based one) [18] for ESS requirement specification (let us call it Requirement Specification Language or RSL);
8. “Adjusting” the existing ESS “meta-snapshot” repository components (i.e., the “new” product specifications) to match the new requirements;
9. Reuse of the desired components (“best-pract-
ic” solutions for developers, “ready-made” components for the client).

Thus, the general ESS development framework implies software lifecycle variations according to waterfall, spiral, evolution, and incremental approach. The general ESS development framework tends to be iterative. However, in certain cases (relatively small ESS, fixed requirements, minor upgrades, as, let us say in case of systems for DoD), the waterfall model is possible and reasonable.

An essential feature of the general ESS development framework is its two-way organization. The approach provides reverse engineering possibility both for ESS in general, and their components in particular. The practical value of the approach is provided by the verifiability of heterogeneous ESS components (information systems, databases, etc.) at the uniform level of the (formal) problem domain model, which is practically independent upon the hardware and software environment of the particular component (or ESS in general). Therewith, a major theoretical generalization is a possibility of mathematically rigorous verification of the heterogeneous ESS components by a function-based model (such as typed lambda expressions [13], categorical combinatory logic objects [19], polymorphic types in terms of variable domains with event-based models [11]). A critical issue for engineering practice of huge and complex ESS, is that the models suggested are oriented at a very promising “pure” objects approach, which is a strategy of the state-of-the-art enterprise-level component technologies of Microsoft.NET and Sun Java, where any program entity is an object.

An essential benefit of the approach suggested is a possibility of adaptive, sequential “fine tuning” of ESS heterogeneous component warehousing schemes in order to match the rapidly changing business requirements. Such benefit is possible due to the reverse engineering feature of the integrated general iterative framework of ESS development. The reverse engineering is possible down to model level, which
allows rigorous component-wise (and even object-wise) ESS verification. Thus, conventional reengineering and verification can be enhanced by flexible correction and “optimization” of the target ESS in strict accordance with the specified business requirements. This is possible due to the suggested model-level generalization of the iterative, evolutionary ESS development framework. Another benefit of the suggested ESS development framework is a possibility of building a “catalogue of templates for heterogeneous ESS”, which is based on an integrated metadata warehouse (i.e., a “meta-snapshot” repository). Thus, the software development companies get a solution for storing relatively stable or frequently used configurations of heterogeneous enterprise software systems (or such configuration fragments). The solution potentially allows avoiding the integration problems of “standard” ESS components and/or combinations, which have been obtained previously, (e.g., integrating certain modules and/or versions of SAP R/3 and Oracle e-Business Suite ERP systems). The approach allows serious software engineering project savings (in terms of budget, terms, and labor) for clients, provided the ESS developer’s “meta-snapshot” repository already stores a similar or an analogous integrated solution to the system required.

The above consideration clears the way for “meta-snapshot” repository development, which stores the chronological sequence of ESS solutions as a tree with the “baseline” version and slightly different “branches” for ESS variations. This is analogous to software engineering tools for version control. The approach allows a reasonable selection of most valuable deliverables of the ESS lifecycle phases (e.g., design, implementation, maintenance), and organization of similar solution “cloning”. Therewith, the “clones” may be created both for different client enterprises, and for different companies of a single enterprise (a visual illustration of the latter solution is a “tree” of company portals, which is based on a shared ESS data warehouse embracing heterogeneous components of ERP and CRM modules).

Further discussion could cover the prospective areas of “meta-snapshot” repository development. First of all, to describe the metadata warehouses and the related enterprise-level business requirements it seems reasonable to develop new DSL-type [18] problem-oriented meta-languages. Let us call them the MetaWarehouse Description Language (MWDL) and the Requirement Specification Language (RSL) respectively. Further, the formal models, outlined in the paper and given a more detailed coverage in [17-19], allow interrelating the RSL and MWDL entities (and, in future, potentially, to arrive to a more rigorous mapping). Semantic-oriented search mechanisms based on semantic networks with frame visualization will assist in revealing the components of ESS “meta-snapshot” repository, which provide the closest matching to the new requirements. The approach potentially allows terms-and-cost-effective and adequate transforming of the existing ESS components in order to match the new requirements with minimum corrections effort and, consequently, with minimum labor expenses. Therewith, the global perspective (in case of a rich “meta-snapshot” repository) it becomes possible to reuse certain ESS components (or their certain combinations) for current or new clients. Selection criteria for such “basic” components may be percentage of reuse, ease of maintenance, client satisfaction, degree of matching business requirements, etc.

6. Conclusions

Implementation of the suggested approach allowed to developing a unified ESS, which integrates a number of heterogeneous components: state-of-the-art Oracle-based ERP modules for financial planning and management, a legacy HR management system and a weak-structured multimedia archive. The implementation of internet and intranet portals, which manage the heterogeneous ESS warehouse content, provided a
number of successful implementations in diversified ITERA International Group of companies, which has around 10,000 employees in nearly 150 companies of over 20 countries. The systematic approach to ESS framework development (including formal models, software engineering tools, portal architecture) provides integration with a wide range of state-of-the-art CASE tools (such as IBM Rational, Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, Oracle Developer) and standards (UML, XML) of ESS development.

Strategic benefits of the approach as compared to methodologies of the above mentioned vendors are achieved due to model and software engineering tools orientation on integrated heterogeneous portal-based ESS warehousing. The challenging nature of the heterogeneous ESS results from their high complexity, versatile architectures and data object structures. Qualitative assessments of the approach implemented functional features are approved by comparison of major macro level indices – total cost of ownership, return on investment and implementation costs. Implementation results in ITERA Group exceed the leading commercially available solutions by the average of 30-40%. ESS and curricula based on the research results have been successfully implemented in a number of governmental and commercial enterprises (ITERA, Russian Ministry for Industry and Energy, Institute of Control Systems of Russian Academy of Science, etc.) [10].
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